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Abstract. In this work we study the non-Markovian behaviour of a qubit
coupled to an environment in which the corresponding classical dynamics change
from integrable to chaotic. We show that in the transition region, where the
dynamics has both regular islands and chaotic areas, the average non-Markovian
behaviour is enhanced to values even larger than in the regular regime. This effect
can be related to the non-Markovian behaviour as a function of the the initial state
of the environment, where maxima are attained at the regions dividing separate
areas in classical phase space, particularly at the borders between chaotic and
regular regions. Moreover, we show that the fluctuations of the fidelity of the
environment – which determine the non-Markovianity measure – give a precise
image of the classical phase portrait.
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1. Introduction
The theoretical and experimental study of decoherence [1, 2] is important for – at
least – two reasons. On the one hand to understand the emergence of classicality
in the quantum framework. On the other hand, to assess and minimize the
restrictions it imposes the development in new technologies being developed related
to quantum information theory. Decoherence appears as the result of uncontrollable
(and unavoidable) interaction between a quantum system and its environment. The
expected effect is an exponential decay of quantum interference. Generally the
theoretical approach is by means of a theory of open quantum systems [3]. The idea is
to precisely divide the total system into system-of-interest plus environment and then
discard the environment variables and derive en effective dynamical equation for the
reduced system state. Obtaining and solving the effective equation is generally a very
difficult task, so approximations are usually made. The Born-Markov approximation,
which among other things assumes weak system-environment coupling and vanishing
correlation times in the environment yields a Markov – memory-less – process,
described by a semigroup of completely positive maps. The generator of these maps is
given by the Lindblad-Gorini-Kossakowski-Sudarshan master equation [4, 5]. Lately,
though, interest in problems where the Markov approximation is no longer valid
have flourished (see [3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13], to name just a few). One very
interesting feature of non-Markovian evolution is that information backflow can bring
back coherence to the physical system and sometimes even preserve it [14, 15, 16].
Being able to quantify the deviation of markovianity (beyond a yes/no answer) is
of importance to compare theory and experiment, specially in circumstances where the
usual approximations (for example infinite size environment and weak coupling) start
to break up. This leads to a proper understanding and the possibility to engineer non-
Markovian quantum open systems which has many potential applications like quantum
simulators [17], efficient control of entanglement [18, 19] and entanglement engineering
[20], quantum metrology [21], or dissipation driven quantum information[22], and
even quantum coherence in biological systems [23]. The simulation of non-Markovian
dynamics and the transition from Markovian to non-Markovian has been recently
reported in experiments [24, 25, 26].
There has been much activity in this context but one basic question remains
untouched, namely that of the influence of the underlying classical dynamics of the
environment on the central system. Intuition indicates that a chaotic environment
should result in Markovian dynamics and a regular (or integrable) environment in
strong non-Markovian effects. In [27] this transition has been studied. However,
understanding the case where the environment has associated classical dynamics
consisting of a mixture of regular islands, broken tori and hyperbolic dynamics, is
still an open problem. The importance of this case is not to be overlooked being that
mixed systems are the rule rather than the exception [28].
The purpose of this work is then to shed some light on the relation between the
classical dynamics of the environment and its markovianity, for environments where
the transition from regular to chaotic is tunable by a parameter. The complexities of
such systems make analytical treatment almost impossible so we shall mainly focus
on numerical simulations. In order to have access to some analytic results the central
system will be the simplest possible. We center on a system consisting on a qubit
coupled with an environment in a pure dephasing fashion. In such a way that the
environment evolution is conditioned by the state of the qubit [29, 30, 31, 9, 32, 11, 27].
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The qubit acts as a probe that can be used to extract important information from
the dynamics of the environment [33]. As environment we use paradigmatic examples
of quantum chaos: quantum maps on the torus. In particular we focus kicked maps
which by changing one parameter one can go from integrable to chaotic.
To quantify non-Markovianity we use the measure proposed in [7] which is based
on the idea of information flow, from and to the system. In our model this measure is
directly related to the fidelity fluctuations of the environment. The time dependence of
fidelity fluctuations can be used to extract important information about the dynamics
of quantum chaotic systems, like the Lyapunov exponent [34]. For localized initial
states the fidelity decay and fluctuations can be extremely state-dependent [35]. We
found that the transition from integrable (“non-Markovian”) to chaotic (“Markovian”)
is not uniform. In the transition there is a maximum which can be larger than the value
that this measure attains for the regular dynamics. But more importantly, that the
maximum happens at a value of the parameter that is critical in the corresponding
classical dynamics, like the breakup of the last irrational torus, and the onset of
unbound diffusion.
We show that the non-Markovian measure used reproduces the intricate structure
of the classical phase space with extraordinary precision. Moreover, we observe that
the values of non-Markovian measure as a function of position in phase space are
enhanced in the regions that are neither chaotic nor regular, i.e. at the borders
between chaos and regularity. This establishes the non-Markovianity measure used,
which depends on the long time fidelity fluctuations, as pointer to the chaos border.
Another way of identifying this border can be found in [36]. As a consequence, our
results contribute to a deeper understanding of the fidelity decay of quantum systems
with mixed classical dynamics, which is an open problem of current interest [37, 38, 39].
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the definition and the
measure of non-Markovianity that we use throughout the paper. Then in Sect III we
describe the way that our model environment interacts with the central system which
is a qubit. We explicitly write the dynamical map and show how the non-Markovianity
measure we chose to use depends on the fidelity of the environment. In Sec. IV we
give a brief description of the quantum maps that we use a model environments.
Depending on a parameter the corresponding classical dynamics of these maps can go
from integrable to chaotic. In sections V and VI we show numerical results. In Sec.
V for the environment in a maximally mixed state. In Sec. VI for the environment
initially in a pure state. On average both cases show qualitatively similar results.
In addition in Sec. VI we show how the classical phase space structure is obtained
when the non-Markovianity measure is plotted as a function of the initial state. We
draw our conclusions in Sec. VII and we include an appendix where we explain some
technical details of the short time behaviour of the fidelity decay.
2. Measuring Non-Markovianity: information flow
The notion of Markovian evolution, both classical and quantum is associated with an
evolution in which memory effects are negligible. In classical mechanics this is well
defined in terms of multiple-point probability distributions. In quantum mechanics
evolution of an open system is often assumed to be well described by a Lindblad master
equation (which can also be credited to Gorini, Kossakowski and Sudarshan [4, 5]).
The Lindblad master equation generates a one parameter family of completely positive,
trace preserving (CPT) dynamical maps, also called quantum dynamical semigroup.
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The semigroup property implies lack of memory. But the validity of the Lindblad
master equation description relies heavily on the Born-Markov approximation, and
other restrictions. Unfortunately there are many cases in which these approximations
do not apply, especially when weak coupling is no longer valid, but also in the case
of finite environments. One of the key issues is to consistently define and quantify
non-Markovian behaviour for quantum open systems. Recently there have been some
attempts to define and quantify non-Markovianity (some of them are reviewed in [40]).
One of these attempts is based on the fact that Markovian systems contract, with
respect to the distance induced by the norm-1, the probability space [41]. This is
often interpreted as an information leak from the system into an environment, as one
decreases with time the ability to infer the initial condition from the state at a given
time. The very same idea has been used in quantum systems. Distinguishability
between quantum states is quantified with the trace norm [42], and whenever this
quantity increases with time is interpreted as a measure of non-Markovian beahvior
in the quantum system by Breuer, Laine and Piilo (BLP) in [7]. As this quantity is
related to an information flow, and is simple in our case to calculate, we are going to
use it to quantify non-Markovianity.
The first step is to define a way to distinguish two states. We do that by means
of the trace distance. Given two arbitrary states represented by their density matrices
ρ1 and ρ2 the trace distance is defined by
D(ρ1, ρ2) =
1
2
Tr|ρ1 − ρ2|. (1)
It is a well defined distance measure with all the desired properties and it can be
shown to be a good measure of distinguishability [43]. Another property of the trace
distance is that
D(Uρ1U
†, Uρ2U†) = D(ρ1, ρ2) (2)
i.e. it is invariant under unitary transformations and is a contraction
D(Λρ1,Λρ2) ≤ D(ρ1, ρ2) (3)
for any CPT quantum channel Λ. Thus no CPT quantum operation can increase
distinguishability between quantum states. The idea proposed by BLP is that
under Markovian dynamics the information flows in one direction (from system to
environment) and two initial states become increasingly indistinguishable. Information
flowing back to the system would allow for memory effects to manifest. A process is
then defined to be non-Markovian if at a certain time the distance between to states
increases, or
σ(t, ρ1.2(0)) ≡ d
dt
D(ρ1(t), ρ2(t)) > 0. (4)
With this in mind non-Markovian behaviour can be quantified by [7]
M = max
ρ1,2(0)
∫
σ>0
dtσ(t, ρ1.2(0)), (5)
i.e. the measure of the total increase of distinguishability over time. The maximum
is taken over all possible pairs of initial states.
We should remark here that there are many other proposed measures. Rivas,
Huelga and Plenio (RHP) [8] proposed two measures which are based on the evolution
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of entanglement to an ancilla, under trace preserving completely positive maps. There
are others based on Fisher information [44] or the validity of the semigroup property
[45]. For some situations [46] BLP and RHP are equivalent. In our case, it is easy
to see that the RHP measure, which relies on monotonous decay of entanglement in
Markovian processes, differs from the BLP measure by a constant factor. So in the
present work we only consider BLP.
3. Non-Markovianity and fidelity fluctuations
We assume that the interaction between the environment and the probe qubit is
factorizable, and that it commutes with the internal hamiltonian of the qubit.
Neglecting the qubit Hamiltonian, by selecting the appropriate picture, and choosing
a convenient basis, one can write the Hamiltonian as
H = I⊗Henv + δσz ⊗ V. (6)
Properly rearranged, one can write the hamiltonian of the form
H = |0〉〈0| ⊗H0 + |1〉〈1| ⊗H1, (7)
were H0 and H1 act only on the environment and |0〉〈0|, |1〉〈1| are projectors onto
some orthonormal basis of the qubit [29]. In this case, the coupling δV = (H0−H1)/2
is given by the difference of the hamiltonians of the environment in Eq. (7). This
kind of pure dephasing interactions occur spontaneously in several experiments (for
example [47]), but can also be engineered [48, 32].
We suppose that initially system and environment are not correlated, which can be
expressed as ρsys,env(0) = ρsys(0)⊗ρenv. To focus only on the system, the environment
degrees of freedom should be traced out
ρsys(t) = Trenv
[
U(t)ρsys(0)⊗ ρenvU†(t)
]
(8)
with
U(t) = |0〉〈0|U0(t) + |1〉〈1|U1(t). (9)
This yields a dynamical map for the qubit that we write as
ρsys(t) = Λ(t)(ρsys(0)) (10)
which, in the basis of Pauli matrices, takes the form
Λ =

1 0 0 0
0 Re[f(t)] Im[f(t)] 0
0 Im[f(t)] Re[f(t)] 0
0 0 0 1
 . (11)
Here we have taken conventionally {σi} = {I, σx, σy, σz} and Λj,k =
(1/2)Tr
[
σjU(t)σk ⊗ ρenvU†(t)
]
. In Eq. (11) f(t) = Tr[ρenvU1(t)
†U0(t)] is the ex-
pectation value of the echo operator U1(t)
†U0(t) . In this work we will assume that
H1 (U1) is just a perturbation of H0 (U0). If ρenv is pure then |f(t)|2 is the well
known quantity called Loschmidt echo [49] – also called fidelity – which can be used
to characterize quantum chaos [37, 38, 39]
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In our case, where the system is one qubit, the states that maximizeM in Eq. (5)
are pure orthogonal states lying at the equatorial plane on the Bloch sphere. [50]. Here
we consider two cases. If the state of the environment is a pure state [11] ρenv = |ψ〉〈ψ|
then we get
Mp(t) = 2
∫ t
t=0, ˙|f |>0
dτ
d|f(τ)|
dτ
≡ 2
∑
i
[|f(t(max)i )| − |f(t(min)i )|]. (12)
where |f(t)| = |〈ψ|U†1 (t)U0(t)|ψ〉| is the square root of the Loschmidt echo and
t
(max)
i > t
(min)
i correspond to the times of successive local maxima and minima of
|f(t)|. Mp is the quantity considered in [11]. Throughout the paper, when the initial
state is pure we will consider a coherent state centered at some point (q, p) to be
defined.
On the other hand, if we have no knowledge or control over the environment, then
it will most likely be in a mixed state. If we assume it is in a maximally mixed state
ρenv = I/N (with I the identity in the Hilbert space of the environment) we get [27]
Mm(t) = 2
∑
i
[|〈f(t(max)i )〉| − |〈f(t(min)i )〉|], (13)
where 〈f(t)〉 is the average fidelity amplitude. If the average is done over a complete
set of states then
〈f(t)〉 = 1
N
tr[U†1 (t)U0(t)] (14)
which depends only on the set of states being complete, but not on the kind of states.
In the results that we present we model the dynamics of the environment U0,1
using quantum maps on the torus with a finite Hilbert space. Here, one can write
Eq. (9) as
U =
(
U0 0
0 U0
)(
I 0
0 U†0U1
)
(15)
so the coupling is provided by the echo operator U†0U1. In this case, after some time
the fidelity fluctuates around some constant value. This causes a linear growth with
time of Mp and Mm (the slope goes to zero with the size of the Hilbert space). For
this reason we follow the strategy of [27] and considerMm andMp up to some finite
time t.
4. Kicked maps
For the numerical simulations we suppose that the dynamics of the environment is
given by a quantum map on the torus. Apart from the fact that these maps are the
simplest paradigmatic examples of quantum chaotic dynamics, the ones we consider
can be very efficiently implemented using fast Fourier transform. Due to periodic
boundary conditions the Hilbert space is discrete and of dimension N . This defines
an effective Planck constant ~ = 1/(2piN). Position states can be represented as
vertical strips of width 1/N at positions qi = i/N(with i = 0, . . . , N − 1) and
momentum states are obtained by discrete Fourier transform. A quantum map is
simply a unitary U acting on an N dimensional Hilbert space. Quantum maps can
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be interpreted as quantum algorithms and vice-versa. In fact there exist efficient –
i.e. better than classical – quantum algorithms for many of the well known quantum
maps [51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56], making them interesting testbeds of quantum chaos in
experiments using quantum simulators (e.g. [54, 57, 32]).
Here we consider two well known maps with the characteristic properties of kicked
systems, i.e. they can be expressed as
U = T (pˆ)V (qˆ). (16)
They also share the property that by changing one parameter (the kicking strength)
they can be tuned to go from classical integrable to chaotic dynamics.
The quantum (Chirikov) standard map (SM) [58]
U
(SM)
K = e
−i pˆ22~ e−i
K
~ cos(2pixˆ) (17)
corresponds to the classical map
pn+1 = pn +
K
2pi sin(2pixn)
xn+1 = xn + pn+1.
(18)
Since we consider a toroidal phase space both equations are to be taken modulo 1.
For small K dynamics is regular. Below a certain critical value Kc the motion in
momentum is limited by KAM curves. These are invariant curves with irrational
frequency ratio (or winding number) which represent quasi-periodic motion, and they
are the most robust orbits under nonlinear perturbations[59]. At Kc = 0.971635 . . .
[60], the last KAM curve, with most irrational winding number, breaks. Above Kc
there is unbounded diffusion in p. For very large K, there exist islands but the motion
is essentially chaotic.
The quantum kicked Harper map (HM)
U
(HM)
K1,K2
= e−i
K2
~ cos(2pipˆ)e−i
K1
~ cos(2pixˆ) (19)
is an approximation of the motion of kicked charge under the action of an external
magnetic field [61, 62]. Equation (19) corresponds to the classical map
pn+1 = pn −K1 sin(2pixn)
xn+1 = xn +K2 sin(2pipn+1)
(20)
From now on, unless stated otherwise we consider K1 = K2 = K.” For K < 0.11,
the dynamics described by the associated classical map is regular, while for K > 0.63
there are no remaining visible regular islands [63].
In Fig. 1 we show examples of phase space portraits for the two maps for three
different values of K where the transition from regular to mainly chaotic can be
observed.
For the numerical calculations we take for the standard map U0 ≡ U (SM)K and
U1 ≡ U (SM)K+δK and for the Harper map U0 ≡ U (HM)K,K and U1 ≡ U (HM)K,K+δK . So δK is the
perturbation strength.
5. Non-Markovianity at the frontier between chaos and integrability
Both the SM and the HM offer the opportunity to explore the transition form
integrability to chaos by changing the kicking parameter. By doing that (for the
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q
p
10.50
1
0.5
0
Figure 1. Phase space portrait for the classical SM (left column) and the HM,
with K1 = K2 = K (right column) for different values of K. (top, left) K = 0.5,
(top, right) K = 0.1; (center left) K = 0.98, (center, left) K = 0.25; (bottom left)
K = 2.5, (bottom right) K = 0.5
HM) two things were found in [27]. As expected, For very large K, which corresponds
to chaotic dynamics, Markovian behaviour was observed. On the other hand, for
small K corresponding to regular dynamics, non-Markovian behaviour was obtained.
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Figure 2. M(t = 200) as a function of K (varying the dynamics of the
environment) and δK/~ (controlling the coupling strength) for the quantum
standard (top) and the quantum Harper map (bottom) with N = 500. The
vertical lines are (top) K = 0.98 ≈ Kc, and (bottom) K = 0.2. Horizontal dashed
lines mark is the first values of δK such that J0(δK/~) = 0. Overlay (gray/solid)
curves correspond to Γ(δK/~) from Eq. (22), rescaled to fit in the plot.
However, there was an unexpected result: the transition is not uniform. There is a
clear peak in Mm(t) – Fig. 3 in [27] – that, depending on the value of δK and t
can even be larger than the value for regular dynamics. To complement this previous
result and further illustrate this effect we calculated Mm(t) as a function of K and
δK. In particular, for very short times, the decay of the fidelity amplitude has a rich
structure [64]. It can be shown by semiclassical calculations that for short times the
decay of the average fidelity amplitude is given by
|〈f(t)〉| ∼ e−Γt. (21)
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Figure 3. Top row: Mm(tmax)/tmax as a function of the kicking strength K
with N = 512 , for different times tmax = 100(solid/red), 500 (dash/green),
1000 (dot-dash/blue), 4000 (dot/gray) for (Left) SM. (Right) HM. Bottom row:
Mm(tmax = 2000) as a function of K, for different environment sizes N = 100
(solid/red), N = 500 (dash/green), N = 1000 (dot-dash/blue), and N = 2000
(dot/gray) for (Left) SM and (Right) HM. In all cases δK/~ = 2.0
The decay rate gamma can be computed semiclassically [64] and Eq. (21) is valid for
increasingly larger times as the system becomes more chaotic. For t = 1, in the case
of the HM and the SM, Γ can be computed analytically (see appendix) and it is given
by
Γ = − ln |J0(δK/~)|, (22)
where J0 is the Bessel function. Thus when J0(δK/~) = 0, Γ diverges. It can be
observed that in fact this is the case. The fidelity amplitude decays very fast for short
times, and then there is a strong revival which translates in an increase of Mm [27].
In Fig. 2 we showMm(t = 200) for the SM (top) and the Harper map (bottom).
The horizontal axis is the kicking strength K and vertical axis is the rescaled
perturbation δK/~. In both cases there are clearly distinguishable maxima. The
horizontal dashed lines mark the points where Γ diverges, which is seen in the overlay
plot of Γ(δK/~) (solid/gray lines). As expected, along those lines Mm is larger due
to a large revival of the fidelity amplitude for small times.
The dashed vertical line, on the other hand, marks the position of the peak on
the K axis. For the SM we placed the line on the value Kc ≈ 0.98 were the transition
to unbound diffusion takes place. For the kick Harper map with K1 = K2 there is no
analog transition, however we see a peak near K = 0.2.
In Fig 3 we showMm(t) as a function of K for the case δK/~ = 2.0. Panels on the
left (right) correspond to the SM (HM). On the top we consider the dependence with
time. It is clear that for a fixed dimension N , as time increases the peak establishes at
a fixed value. The good scaling with tmax (after the peak) can be explained as follows:
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3 for Mp(t)
as the environment becomes more chaotic, the fidelity decays faster and fluctuates
around a constant value. As a consequence, the growth of Mm(t) becomes linear in
time – much sooner for a chaotic environment –, with a slope proportional to (1/N)
[27]. So for a fixed N , the curves should scale with time. The discrepancy for short
t is understood because the linear regime is not yet attained. On the bottom row of
Fig 3 we explore the possibility of finite size effects. We show Mm(t = 2000) with a
fixed t. As N grows the peak settles at a constant value – again K ≈ 0.98 for the SM
and K ≈ 0.2 for the HM (both marked by the limit of the shaded region).
We conclude this section by stating that Mm(t), which depends on the
fluctuations of the average fidelity amplitude, seems to be reinforced at a classically
significant point in parameter space for the SM, namely Kc. On the other hand for
the HM we make a complementary remark. Since the peak at K = 0.2 seems to be
robust (both changing N and tmax, we conjecture that in analogy to Kc of the SM
there should be a similar transition, at least in some global property of the classical
map, near K = 0.2. We postpone that discussion until Sec. 6.3.
6. Environment in a pure state: classical phase space revealed
In the previous section we obtained unintuitive results for the non-Markovianity when
the dynamics of the environment goes from integrable to chaotic. In particular there
appears to be maxima of Mm as a function of K (and δK). To obtain these results,
we chose the initial state of the environment to be in a maximally mixed state so the
measureMm(t) depends on the average fidelity amplitude (see Eq. (13)). This average
is a sum of amplitudes and interference effects could be argued to be at the origin of
the peaks observed. For completeness, in this section we suppose the environment to
be initially in a pure state [11], in particular a Gaussian – or coherent – state, using
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Figure 5. Mp(t) as a function of the center (q0, p0) of the initial Gaussian wave
packet with N = 5000, δK/~ = 2 and t = 500 for the SM with K = 0.98 (bottom)
and the HM with K = 0.25 (top).
Mp(t) of Eq. (12), for two reasons. First to contrast the global properties obtained
with Mm(t) , through the average behaviour of the fidelity. But also, to show that
Mp(t), and as a consequence fidelity fluctuations, as a function of the center of the
initial Gaussian wave packet, gives a precise image of the classical phase portrait.
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6.1. Correspondence betweenMm and 〈Mp〉
In this section we contrast the results forMm(t) in Sec. 5 with the ones for the average
ofMp(t). We consider a uniform grid of N points at positions qi = i/
√
N, pj = j/
√
N
and place coherent state centered at each pair qi, pj . We then average over all the
initial states of the environment and get
〈Mp(t)〉 = 1
N
√
N−1∑
i=0
√
N−1∑
j=0
M(qi,pj)p (t), (23)
where M(qi,pj)p (t) is just Mp(t) for a particular Gaussian state centered at (qi, pj).
In Fig. 4 we show for 〈Mp(t)〉 the curves for the parameters that correspond to
the ones obtained in Fig. 3. As expected, the curves are different, but the qualitative
properties are very similar. Mainly the marked peak at K ≈ 0.98 for the SM and at
K ≈ 0.2 for the HM are preserved. On the top row, we observe that after the peak
the scaling with tmax also holds. On the bottom row the dependence with N is shown.
It is also clear that the peak becomes more defined as N grows.
6.2. Classical phase space sampling usingMp
We have shown (Figs. 3 and 4) that qualitatively there is no difference between
the non-Markovianity for the environment in a completely mixed state and the
average non-Markovianity for the environment in a pure coherent state. This is
what we called global feature, “global” referring to an average over states covering
the whole phase space. The only difference is whether we do the average over
amplitudes (Mm) or probabilities (Mp) . Nevertheless for individual pure states
of the environment, non-Markovianity is strongly state-dependent. In this section
we seek to show this dependence is strongly related to the details of the classical
phase space portrait of the environment. For this, we again define a grid of ns points
qi, pj = 0, 1/
√
ns, . . . , (
√
ns − 1)/√ns. We then compute Mp(t) for a fixed time,
and we plot this as a function of initial position and momentum. In other words we
plot M(qi,pj)p (t) from Eq. (23). The results obtained were surprising. We did expect
that the classical dynamics should and would have some kind of effect. However we
did not expect that Mp would reproduce with such detail the complexities of the
classical phase space. In Fig. 5 it is shown how all the classical structures are very
well reproduced by the landscape built from Mp(t) as a function of qi and pj (see
the corresponding classical cases in Fig. 1). Of course, the ability to resolve classical
structure will be limited by two factors: the dimension N (or equivalently, size of
effective ~), and the number of initial states ns (or “pixels”). In Fig. 5 it could be
argued that N = 5000 is almost classical. This argument becomes relative when one
considers that a quantum map with N ≈ 5000 could be implemented in a quantum
computer of the order of, a little more than, 12 qubits (not a very big number of
particles).
But the most surprising thing is that, contrary to intuition, Mp(t) is almost as
small for a regular environment (i.e. when the initial state is localized inside a regular
island) as for chaotic a chaotic environment. On the contraryMp(t) exhibits peaks at
the regions that separate different types of dynamics. Specifically at the complex areas
consisting of broken tori that separate regular islands and chaotic regions and near
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hyperbolic periodic points. This means that the main contribution to the average non-
Markovianity (in the mixed phase space case) does not come form the regular parts. In
Fig. 6 we show a two dimensional curve that corresponds to a detail of the HM case in
Fig. 5. Two things can be directly observed. The first one is howMp becomes larger
and has maxima in the regions that lie between regular and chaotic behavior. But
also how larger N resolve better the small structures. In particular elliptic periodic
points are expected to be a minimum ofMp because they are structurally stable and
so a small perturbation leaves them unchanged. In that case fidelity does not decay,
or decays very slowly. The dashed (blue) line (N = 1000) detects the change between
regular and chaotic, but does not resolve the structure inside the island. In this case
the width of a coherent state (1/
√
N) is of the order, or larger, than the size of the
island. On the contrary, for larger N (red line) the structure inside the island is well
resolved and Mp has maxima on the borders of the island and is minimal on top of
the periodic point. It is worth pointing out, that non-Markoviantiy in the regular and
chaotic regions have very different scaling with N . For a fixed, large time – t ∼ 2000
– we have observed that in the chaotic region Mp decays as 1/
√
N , while in the
regular region Mp grows as
√
N (we have observed this numerically for sizes up to
N = 6 × 105). In the border regions, the behaviour has no clear scaling with N , as
the small classical structures are better resolved.
A further comment on the finite-size scaling: it is known that finite N in a
quantum map implies that at some point in time recurrences occur. Build-ups in
fidelity can be observed at around Heisenberg time (TH ≈ N)[65]. The contribution
of these isolated revivals are negligible as opposed to the very frequent revivals that
occur for systems in the border regions (see Fig. 8). In fact, in the semiclassical limit
(N →∞) these Heisenberg time revival looses all meaning.
From the numerical results we conclude that the main contribution to non-
Markovian behaviour comes from the regions of phase space that delimit two separate
regions – like chaotic and regular regions, and also two disjoint regular islands. The
relation with the fidelity is key to understanding this effect. For states in the chaotic
region the fidelity decays exponentially and saturates at a value which depends on the
size of the chaotic area (typically proportional of order 1/N). The main contribution
to non-Markovianity for chaotic initial conditions come from small time revivals (see
e.g. [64]). The contribution due to fluctuations around the saturation value grows
linearly with time, but with a slope that is inversely proportional to N , so in the large
N limit it can be neglected. Gaussian initial states inside regular islands evolve in
time with very small deformation, so the fidelity is expected to decay very slowly and
eventually there will be very large (close to 1) revivals. However the large revivals
will be sparse and their contribution to non-Markovianity will be small. In the border
areas there is no exponential spreading so the initial decay is be slower, and there
is no chaotic region so there is no expected saturation. As a result after a short
time decay we observe numerically that there are high frequency fluctuations that
contribute strongly to the non- Markovianity measure.
We illustrate this in Figs. 7 and 8 . In Fig. 7 we showMp(t = 1000) for the HM
with coherent states centered at q = p. There is a minimum at the fixed point which
is understood again in terms of structural stability: when the map is perturbed, the
fixed point remains a fixed point, so fidelity does not decay. To further understand we
use Fig. 8 where we show the fidelity andMp(t) for the two points marked in Fig. 7
(circle: q0 = p0 = 0.05; square: q0 = p0 = 0.275). Inside the islands the motion
of the wave packets is more or less classical with little stretching over long times.
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Figure 6. Mp(t = 2000) as a function of initial position (q0 = 0.408171,
p0 ∈ [0, 0.5]) of the state of the environment and two different dimensions
(red/solid) N = 4000, (blue/dashed) N = 1000. The map is the quantum HM
with K = 0.25, δK/~ = 2. The blue square on the bottom indicates the area that
is detailed above.
Fidelity decays slowly and since there is practically no deformation, there are large
revivals at times of the order of N (solid/red curve in Fig. 8 top). On the contrary at
the separatrix the wave packets spread and though initially fidelity decays fast, there
remains a significant overlap the whole time. The complex motion accounts for the
fluctuations (dashed/blue curve in Fig. 8 top) and the resulting maximum ofMp seen
in Fig .7.
A deeper understanding of the behaviour of the non Markovianity measureM(t)
at the border between the chaotic and integrable region would be desirable. We have
observed that in that region, for long times, the wave function is trapped within a
relatively small portion of phase space. We could infer that, for these times, there is
going to be a smaller area of phase space available, and the wave function will behave
approximately randomly with time. The smaller phase space available, translates
into a smaller effective Hilbert space, where the fluctuations will thus be larger. To
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support this reasoning we have observed that both the Husimi and Wigner (without
ghost images [66]) functions of states contributing largely to the measure of non-
Markovianity remain localized inside the sticky area near the KAM region [67, 68].
We also tested if the Fourier transformation of the fidelity amplitude is compatible with
random data (i.e. has little or no structure). Moreover, we looked at the distribution
of fidelity amplitude, which if it had Gaussian distribution it would be compatible
with the inner product of two random state. However, although we have found that
the distribution of the fluctuations of the fidelity amplitude is indeed Gaussian for
many cases, the Fourier transform at the border exhibits some clear peaks meaning
that the behaviour is not completely random, so it is not simply a matter of smaller
effective Hilbert space dimension. Work in this direction is in progress.
6.3. Compatibility with classical results
The results obtained in the previous sections relate NM with some global property of
the classical system. For the standard map there is a critical value Kc of the kicking
strength after which the motion in the momentum direction (when the map is taken
in the cylinder) becomes unbounded. This value, estimated to be Kc = 0.971635 . . .
[60], corresponds to the breaking of the torus with most irrational winding number.
Motion for the kicked Harper map on the contrary is different. For
K = 0 it is integrable with a separatrix joining the unstable fixed points
(0, 1/2), (1/2, 0), (1, 1/2), (1/2, 1). For K > 0 the separatrix breaks and – if
considered on the whole plane – a mesh of finite width forms, also called stochastic
web. Motion inside this mesh is chaotic and diffusion is unbounded for all K.
Although –to our knowledge – for the HM there is no critical K analog to Kc for
the standard map, the peaks in Figs. 2, 3, and 4 hint that there could exist a similar
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kind of transition function of K. To test this conjecture we evaluate two different
global quantities. First we take into account diffusion. Considering the map on the
whole plane (i.e. no periodic boundaries) if diffusion is normal then the spreading,
e.g. in momentum, should grow linearly with time (number of kicks). Thus we define
D = lim
t→∞
〈(pt − p0)2〉
t
, (24)
where the average is taken over each initial condition. In the t → ∞ limit, D → 0 if
diffusion is bounded. So, for the SM we expect D to be 0 (or go to 0 with time) below
Kc and start growing for K > Kc. For the HM we do not know a theoretical value of
Kc.
However, the diffusion coefficient D depends only on the unperturbed motion.
We therefore propose a measure that depends the distance between perturbed and
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unperturbed trajectories and that is built to resemble M. We take an initial point
(q0, p0) an evolve it with the classical map, without periodic boundary conditions, and
we measure the distance
dt =
√
(qt − q′t)2 + (pt − p′t)2 (25)
as a function of (discrete) time t, with q′, p′ the perturbed trajectories. Finally in
order to mimic the behaviour of quantum fidelity we take
f˜t = exp[−dt] (26)
which is equal to 1 for t = 0 and decays for t > 0. For chaotic motion, e.g. on the
stochastic web defined by the HM ft → 0 as t → ∞. In analogy with (12) and (13),
we define
M˜(t) =
∑
ft−ft−1>0
(ft − ft−1). (27)
The value of this quantity becomes apparent in the light of numerical results. In Fig. 9
we showMm,Mp (top row) and M˜ (middle row) as a function of K for both the SM
and the HM. In the middle row we see M˜ for both maps for two different times. There
is a qualitatively similar behaviour to Mp (on the top row) where M˜ grows with K
until it reaches a peak at K∗, and then after that it decreases. We have already hinted
that for the SM, this peak is reached for K∗ ≈ Kc, where the last irrational torus is
broken, or when unbounded diffusion sets in. We know that Kc ≈ 0.98 [60, 58]. For
the symmetric HM there is both normal and anomalous diffusion, described in [69],
but there is a priori no equivalent point to Kc of the SM.
On the bottom row of Fig. 9 we show the numerical calculation of the diffusion
coefficient D, defined in Eq. (24), by evolving a number of initial conditions up to
a time t and compute the slope of 〈(pt − p0)2〉/t. The red/solid line corresponds to
t = 1000 while the green/dashed line corresponds to t = 16000. It is clear that after
the critical point (marked by the shaded region) both curves for D are approximately
the same, while D → 0 for K < 0.98, as expected. For the HM the situation is similar
but the critical point obtained numerically (K ≈ 0.1) differs from K∗ ≈ 0.2. Thus,
for the HM, there is no apparent relation between the maxima observed in the first
and second rows of Fig. 9 and diffusion. We should however note that diffusion in the
Harper (with K1 = K2) and standard maps is fundamentally different.
7. Conclusion
We studied numerically the non-Markovian behaviour of an environment modelled by
a quantum kicked map, when it interacts – pure dephasing – with a system consisting
of a qubit. In particular we centered our attention on the transition from regular to
chaotic dynamics. At the extremes, i.e. either regular or chaotic the behaviour is as
expected: if the environment is chaotic then we expect it to lose memory quicker and
be more Markovian than an environment corresponding to regular dynamics. At the
transition, where classical dynamics is mixed, unexpected behaviour manifests in the
form of a peak. In the case of the standard map the peak is located almost exactly
at the critical point where the last irrational torus breaks and for dynamics in the
cylinder there is unbounded diffusion. For the case of the Harper map, there is no
critical point. However we obtain a peak that is robust to changes in size, time and
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way of averaging. We conjecture that it should also correspond to a transition point in
the classical dynamics. To support this conjecture we studied the fluctuations of the
distance between classical trajectories (with no periodic boundaries). We found peaks
at locations compatible with the results obtained for the non-Markovianity measure
used.
Additionally, by studying the dependence of no-Markovianity on the initial state
of the environment we first found that the main contributions to average non-
Markovian behaviour come, not from regular (integrable) islands, but from the regions
between chaotic and integrable which typically are complex and composed of broken
tori.We were able to build classical phase space pictures from the non-Markovianity
measure, where the borders between chaos and regularity are clearly highlighted.
It is worth remarking that from our numerical investigations yet another feature
of quantum fidelity has been unveiled: the long time fluctuations can help identify
complex phase space structures like the border between chaotic and regular regions.
Traditional (average) fidelity decay approaches have the aim of identifying sensitivity
to perturbations, and chaos. The approach presented here, in contrast, can – from
the fidelity as a function of each individual initial state – provide a clear image of
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the classical phase portrait and not just a global quantity from which to infer chaotic
(or regular) behavior. We think that our numerics fit well within the scope of recent
experimental setups [32], and some of our findings could be explored.
Finally, we should acknowledge that the validity and interpretation of the
quantities used to asses how non- Markovian a quantum evolution is (including the
BLP measure used here), is a subject of ongoing discussion and which remains to be
decided. Even the ability of a measure of determining whether a system is Markovian
is a topic of intense debate. The BLP measure tied to the system studied provided
new insight particularly in the relation with the complexities of phase space. We
think that the approach proposed here, i.e. a simple system coupled to a completely
known environment with a feature-rich classical phase space, could provide with
benchmarking possibilities for non-Markovianity measures.
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Appendix A. Semiclassical expression for short time decay of the fidelity
amplitude
The fidelity or Loschmidt echo is the quantity originally proposed by Peres [70] to
characterize sensitivity of a system to perturbation and then used to characterize
quantum chaos. It is defined as
M(t) = |f(t)|2 (A.1)
where
f(t) = 〈ψ0|eiHt/~e−iH0t/~|ψ0〉 (A.2)
where H is differs from H0 by a perturbation term, usually taken as an additive V
term, with  a small number.
Using the initial value representation for the Van Vleck semiclassical propagator
and a concept known as dephasing representation (DR), justified by the shadowing
theorem, recently the following simplified semiclassical expression for the fidelity
amplitude to [71, 72, 73] was obtained
f
DR
(t) =
∫
dqdpWψ(q, p) exp(−i∆S(q, p, t)/~). (A.3)
In Eq. (A.3) Wψ(q, p) is the Wigner function of the initial state ψ and
∆S(q, p, t) = −
∫ t
0
dτV (q(τ), p(τ)) (A.4)
is the action difference evaluated along the unperturbed classical trajectory.
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For sufficiently chaotic system we can approximate the dynamics as random-
uncorrelated and express the average fidelity amplitude as [64]
〈f
DR
(t)〉 =
 1
N
∑
j
exp(−i∆S,j/~)
 (A.5)
the average is done over a complete set labeled j (N is the dimension of the Hilbert
space) and ∆S,j is the action difference for the state j at time t = 1 (we focus on
discrete time (maps), so for us it means after one step). For large enough N we can
approximate by a continuous expression
〈fDR(t)〉 ≈
(∫
dqdp exp[−i∆S(q, p)/~]
)t
(A.6)
The short time decay of the AFA can be approximated by
|〈f(t)〉| ≈ e−Γt (A.7)
with
Γ ≈ − ln
∣∣∣∣∫ dqdp exp[−i∆S(q, p)/~]∣∣∣∣ (A.8)
This expression if exact for t = 1 and is valid for larger times the more chaotic is the
system (see [64]). For both maps in Eqs. (17) and (19) we have V = K cos[2piq] so
Γ ≈ − ln
∣∣∣∣∫ dqe−(δK/~) cos[2piqi]∣∣∣∣ = − ln[|J0(δK/~)|], (A.9)
where J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind (with n = 0), which is an oscillating
function. When J0 = 0, Γ diverges. This means that near these values for short
times fidelity decays almost to zero. Nevertheless – also depending on how chaotic the
system is – after this strong decay, typically there is a large revival [74, 64].
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